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FOREWORD
The Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board is responsible for instilling public confidence and trust that
gambling in the Province is conducted honestly and is free from corruptive elements. Furthermore, it also
ensures that gambling contributes towards the economy of the Western Cape.
The attached Annual Performance Plan will assist in monitoring and evaluating the performance of the Board
against set criteria, thereby enhancing corporate governance, effectiveness, efficiency and public
accountability.

DR IH MEYER
Minister For Finance
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It is hereby certified that this Annual Performance Plan:




Was developed by the members of the Board and the management of the Western Cape Gambling and
Racing Board under the guidance of Minister Dr IH Meyer;
Was prepared in line with the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan of the Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board;
Accurately reflects the performance targets which the Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board will
endeavour to achieve given the resources made available in the budget for 2019/20.
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Chief Financial Officer

Signature:
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Chief Executive Officer

Signature:
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ABBREVIATION/ACRONYM

DESCRIPTION

ADFIN

Administration and Finance

AGSA

Auditor-General of South Africa

APP

Annual Performance Plan

BBBEE

Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment

Board

Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

CSI

Corporate Social Investment

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry

DRP

Disaster Recovery Plan

EE

Employment Equity

EXCO

Executive Committee

FIC

Financial Intelligence Centre

FICA

Financial Intelligence Centre Act

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GRAP

Generally Recognised Accounting Practice

HOD

Head of Department

HR

Human Resources

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IT

Information Technology

IYM

In Year Monitoring

LPM

Limited Payout Machines

MEC

Member of the Western Cape Executive Council - Minister for Finance

MPC

Monetary Policy Committee

MTEF

Medium Term Economic Framework

MTSF

Medium Term Strategic Framework

NDP

National Development Plan

NGB

National Gambling Board

NO

National Outcome

NRGP

National Responsible Gambling Programme

NTR

National Treasury Regulations

OD

Organisational Development

OHASA

Occupational Health and Safety Act

PAIA

Promotion of Access to Information Act

PAJA

Promotion of Administrative Justice Act

PERO

Western Cape Provincial Economic Review and Outlook
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ABBREVIATION/ACRONYM

DESCRIPTION

PFMA

Public Finance Management Act

PGWC

Provincial Government of the Western Cape

PI

Performance Indicator

POPI

Protection of Personal Information Act

PT

Provincial Treasury

PTR

Provincial Treasury Regulations

PSG

Provincial Strategic Goal

SARB

South African Reserve Bank

SARGF

South African Responsible Gambling Foundation

SAPS

South African Police Service

SCA

Supreme Court of Appeal

SCM

Supply Chain Management

SCOF

Standing Committee on Finance

SCOPA

Standing Committee on Public Accounts

SOPI

Strategic Objective Performance Indicator

UPS

Uninterrupted Power Supply

Type B LPM

Sites with 6 to 20 LPMs

Type C LPM

Sites with 21 to 40 LPMs

Western Cape

The Province of the Western Cape
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PART A: Strategic Overview
1.

Vision

To be the leading gambling and racing regulatory authority in Africa.

2.

Mission

To control and regulate gambling and racing within the Province of the Western Cape, that will:
 provide a stable, just, consistent and effective regulatory environment;
 inspire public confidence and trust, in an environment free from corruption and unlawful gambling and racing
activities; and
 contribute to the economy of the Western Cape in a socially responsible manner.

3.

Values

In the execution of their collective functions, the Board and its Office place the highest value on:
 Integrity
The quality of possessing and steadfastly adhering to a moral or ethical code and high professional
standards.
 Honesty
The quality, condition, or characteristic of being fair, truthful, and morally upright in conduct and adherence
to the facts.
 Incorruptibility
Incapable of being morally corrupted, especially incapable of being bribed or motivated by selfish or base
interests.
 Transparency
The principle that the Board will conduct its business in an accessible, clear and visible manner and that its
activities are open to examination by its stakeholders.
 Responsibility
Having the authority to make decisions and following through on the expectation to make those decisions
and take necessary action.
 Accountability
The principle that the Board is obligated to demonstrate and take responsibility for its actions, decisions and
policies and that it is answerable to the public at large.
 Human Capital Development
Encouraging and assisting employees to acquire new skills or to advance skills, knowledge, and viewpoints,
by providing learning and training facilities and avenues where such new ideas can be applied.
 Mutual respect
Encouraging a culture of mutual respect by treating every person with dignity and equal worth.

4.

Legislative and other mandates

4.1

Constitutional Mandates

The Board's constitutional mandate is derived from Schedule 4 of the Constitution, which prescribes that the
regulation of casino's, racing, gambling and wagering, excluding lotteries and sports pools is a concurrent
legislative competence of the provincial and national legislatures. The Board must observe the fundamental
rights of all persons as enshrined in Chapter 2 of the Constitution in exercising its powers and the performance of
its mandate.

4.2

Legislative mandates

Basic Conditions of Employment Act 75 of 1997
This Act outlines the basic conditions of employment for staff of the Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board.
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment (“BBBEE”) Act and Codes
The BBBEE Act directs that the Board must apply the Codes when inter alia determining qualification criteria for
the issuing of licences and other authorisations for economic activity. Further, that the Board must annually
report on its own BBBEE compliance in its Annual Report.
Employment Equity Act 55 of 1998
This Act constitutes the legal framework aimed at eliminating unfair discrimination in the workplace and
prescribes the processes and procedures that the Board must implement to achieve a diverse and competent
work force that is broadly representative of the demographics of the Western Cape.
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Financial Intelligence Centre Act 38 of 2001, as amended ("FIC Act")
The FIC Act established the Financial Intelligence Centre and Money Laundering Advisory Council to combat
money laundering and financing of terrorist and related activities. The Board is, pursuant to this Act a
supervisory body and its licence holders are accountable institutions. The Act accords a number of statutory
duties, functions and powers on the Board in exercising its oversight and supervisory oversight over the
gambling industry.
Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act 13 of 2005
This Act established a framework for the national government, provincial governments and local governments
to promote and facilitate intergovernmental relations; to provide for mechanisms and procedures to facilitate
the settlement of intergovernmental disputes; and to provide for matters connected therewith.
Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 as amended ("LRA")
The LRA regulates and guides the Board in recognising and fulfilling its role in effecting labour harmony and the
democratisation of the work place.
National Gambling Act 7 of 2004 and regulations
This Act sets out the competencies of the national and provincial gambling Boards with respect to the regulation
and control of gambling and racing in South Africa. This Act, together with the Western Cape Gambling and
Racing Act and the respective Regulations passed thereunder, constitutes the statutory mandate of the Board
as regulator. This Act further provides for uniform norms and standards with respect to gambling and racing that
applies uniformly throughout the Republic.
Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993
This Act provides for the health and safety of persons at work and for the health and safety of persons in
connection with the use of plant and machinery; the protection of persons other than persons at work against
health and safety hazards arising out of or in connection with the activities of persons at work; and to provide for
matters connected therewith.
Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act No. 5 of 2000 and regulations
This Act constitutes the framework within which the Board must give effect to the Constitutional imperative of
having a preferential procurement policy and system that is fair, equitable, transparent and cost–effective.
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 (“PAJA”)
PAJA was enacted pursuant to section 33 of the Constitution. As a public body the Board is bound to give effect
to the principles of procedurally fair administrative action as prescribed by this Act.
Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 (“PAIA”)
PAIA prescribes the statutory process according to which applications or requests for access to information
should be processed. It is applicable to both private entities or organisations and public bodies.
Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 2013 (“POPI”)
POPI's objectives are inter alia to promote the protection of personal information processed by public and
private bodies; to introduce certain conditions so as to establish minimum requirements for the processing of
personal information and to provide for the establishment of an Information Regulator to exercise certain
powers and to perform certain duties and functions in terms of this Act. Certain provisions of POPI took effect on
11 April 2014, however the remainder of its provisions will come into operation on a date to be proclaimed by the
President in the Government Gazette.
Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1999 as amended (”PFMA”)
The Board is a Schedule 3C public entity and bound by the financial and budget management prescripts of this
Act. This Act's primary objective is to ensure that all revenue, expenditure, assets and liabilities of government
institutions and departments are managed efficiently and effectively; to provide for the responsibilities of
persons entrusted with financial management in those governments and to provide for matters connected
therewith.
Skills Development Act 97 of 1998
This Act provides an institutional framework to devise and implement national, sector and workplace strategies
to develop and improve the skills of the South African work force; to integrate those strategies within the
National Qualifications Framework contemplated in the South African Qualification Authority Act, 1995; to
provide for learnerships that lead to recognised occupational qualifications; to provide for the financing of skills
development by means of a levy-grant scheme and a National Skills Fund; to provide for and regulate
employment services; and to provide for matters connected therewith.
Skills Development Levy Act 9 of 1999
This Act provides for the imposition of a skills development levy; and for matters connected therewith.
Western Cape Gambling and Racing Act 4 of 1996, as amended and Regulations
This is the primary legislation governing the Board's regulatory functions and powers. It sets out inter alia the
establishment and operations of the Board, the type of licenses that the Board is empowered to consider as well
as the Board's sources of funding. It further provides for the imposition of statutory taxes and fees payable by
licence holders, as well as penalties for non-compliance.
WESTERN CAPE GAMBLING AND RACING BOARD | ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN 2019/20
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4.3

Policy mandates

1999 Western Cape Gambling and Racing Policy Determinations
The Policy Determinations passed by the Executive Council provide policy considerations for the issuing of the
different categories of licences, the application criteria to be considered and compulsory bid prescripts for
casino operator licences.

4.4

Relevant court rulings

AKANI GARDEN ROUTE (PTY) LTD v PINNACLE POINT CASINO (PTY) LTD 2001 (4) SA 501 (SCA)
The Court held that the regulation of gambling, and casinos in particular, is a Schedule 4 concurrent competence
in the Constitution, in that both national and provincial legislation may be passed. Furthermore, the National
Gambling Act 33 of 1996 vests control over gambling in independent boards at national and provincial level.
Section 2(2) of the Western Cape Gambling and Racing Act provides that the right to carry on any gambling
within the province vests exclusively in the Board. The Court held that Section 37(1) (j) of the provincial Act
meant that the competence to require guarantees vested in the Board and not the Provincial Executive
Authority. It ruled that the policy determinations cannot override, amend or be in conflict with laws, including
subordinate legislation. This is also in line with the principle of the separation of powers.
CASINO ENTERPRISES (PTY) LTD v GAUTENG GAMBLING BOARD AND OTHERS 2011 (6) SA 614 (SCA)
The court confirmed that internet gambling remains illegal in South Africa. The Court further confirmed that
persons offering or making available a gambling activity within the borders of South Africa require a licence to
do so, even if their operations are situated extra-territorially.
VUKANI v WCGRB AND OTHERS CASE NUMBER 21127/2008 CAPE HIGH COURT
The applicant brought an application to review the granting of a key employee licence to an individual in
circumstances where such applicant had pending legal proceedings. The judgement outlined the different
factors that the Board ought to consider when determining the suitability of an applicant.
NATIONAL GAMBLING BOARD V PREMIER OF KZN AND OTHERS (CCT 32/01) 2001 ZACC, 2002 (2) SA 715
In essence the dispute concerned the functional areas of concurrent legislative competence with respect to
gambling contained in schedule 4 of the Constitution. The Court dismissed the application as it found that both
organs of state failed to comply with Chapter 3 of the Constitution, Sections 40 and 41 in particular.
The Court re-iterated the duty on organs of state to avoid legal proceedings against one another and in
particular to adhere to the principles of co-operative governance as enshrined in the Constitution.
TEEMANE (PTY) LTD T/A FLAMINGO CASINO v THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE NORTHERN CAPE GAMBLING
BOARD (“NCGB”) CASE NUMBER 2023/2016
The Applicant challenged the decision of the Northern Cape Gambling Board that freeplay credits awarded by
the casino to its loyalty card holders forms part of the gross receipts for purposes of calculating the levy payable
on gross gaming revenue. The Court concurred with the Applicant's submission that freeplay does not form part
of gross receipts because the Applicant does not receive anything when a patron play utilizing the free credits.
That the applicable Regulation 2 imposes a levy on “revenue” received by a licensed operator. The NCGB argued
that the legislation makes no provision for the deduction of any costs. The Court opined that if the Legislature
intended to include freeplay as part of a licensed Operator's gross win, it ought to have done so expressly. The
Court set aside the Board's decision and substituted same with an order that freeplay credits do not constitute a
part of “gross receipts”, for purposes of Regulation 2. It is therefore not taken into account for the computation
of “gross win”.

4.5

Planned policy initiatives

The Office of the Board is currently conducting research into the feasibility of having compulsory player cards
for all patrons participating in gambling in the Western Cape. The research project consists of three phases, viz.
in the 2017/18 financial year, the research was undertaken and the draft report compiled, in the 2018/19 financial
year, the draft report was reviewed and refined where necessary and this financial year comprises the
dissemination of the research report and stakeholder engagement, where after the report will be updated in
terms of the inputs received. The Board will be engaging the industry at large and also consider the legal
imperatives that impacts any decision in this regard. Currently certain gambling offerings do not require any
form of registration by patrons in order to gamble at licensed establishments.
At National Policy Council level (comprised of the National Minister, Provincial Ministers and Chairpersons of
Provincial Boards), certain amendments to the National Gambling Act are being considered, which would
impact the Board's current area of responsibility. Once these proposed policy changes have been implemented
through legislative amendments, the Board's licensing mandate and area of responsibility may need to be
reviewed.
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In terms of paragraph 1.1(q) of the Western Cape Gambling and Racing Policy Determinations of 1999, the Board
should, as soon as possible, become financially self-sufficient. In light of the aforementioned, the Board
undertook an internal work study to review the Board's funding model in order to identify various means by
which the Board may become self-sufficient, this process is on-going and may require legislative amendments.
For the past three financial years the Board's own revenue increased by an average of six per cent. However, it
should be noted that this percentage increase is not consistent. For the 2016/15 financial year, the Board's own
revenue decreased by two per cent whereas revenue increased by twelve per cent in the 2017/16 financial year.
For the 2018/17 financial year, revenue increased by seven per cent. It is therefore difficult to accurately budget
for the Board's own income as applications received are based on industry demands. Board inspector charge
out fees as well as investigation fees are based on the number of new applications as well as licence renewals in a
particular year. Provision is made for an annual inflationary adjustment which comes into effect on April, 1st each
year.

5.

Updated situational analysis

5.1

Political environment

The National Parliament resolved to not allow the roll-out of new forms of gambling and particularly online
gambling. To outlaw gambling activities without proper and effective enforcement mechanisms, leaves a
vacuum in which illegal operators may still thrive and leaves persons participating in such activities at the mercy
of perpetrators. The NGB in its report on the socio-economic impact of illegal and online gambling in South
Africa, states that illegal gambling is considered a low priority at national level and that there is a lack of training
and expertise in successfully investigating and prosecuting illegal online operators (NGB, September 2016).
The DTI published the draft National Gambling Amendment Bill in 2016. This Bill was introduced in the National
Assembly and the Portfolio Committee on Trade and Industry held public hearings concerning same during the
2018/19 financial year. The amendments proposed in the Bill seeks to not only transform the National Gambling
Board into a Regulator, reporting directly to the Minister of Trade and Industry, but also proposes legal
amendments that has fiscal and licensing implications on the powers of the provincial regulators. The policy and
amendments further outlines a number of policy prescripts that could impact the rights of existing licence
holders. The scope of the Bill considered by parliament was reduced to two areas, viz the transformation of the
NGB into a trading entity of the DTI, and the decision-making processes of the Policy Council. The revised Bill is
currently being deliberated in the National Council of Provinces.
SCOF is the oversight body of the Provincial Treasury in the Western Cape. The Board reports both quarterly
and on an ad hoc basis to SCOF and annually to SCOPA.

5.2

Economic environment

Since November 2018, international developments have been the major contributor to an improved inflation
outlook. The economy recovered from the technical recession in the first half of 2018, but it remains modest, with
growth constrained by subdued demand as a result of weaker levels of consumer and business confidence.
The domestic growth outlook remains sluggish. Although, GDP increased by 2.2% in the third quarter of 2018,
private sector fixed investment remains weak and production in key sectors is volatile. The SARB now expects
growth in 2018 to have averaged 0.7% (up from 0.6% in November). The growth forecast for 2019 is 1.7% (down
from 1.9%), it is unchanged at 2.0% for 2020 and increases to 2.2% in 2021. At these growth rates, the negative
output gap is expected to close in the first quarter of 2021. Household consumption expenditure remains
constrained by weak employment growth. Over the forecast period, consumption expenditure growth is
expected to remain around 2%, on the back of moderate increases in real wages and household disposable
income (SARB MPC, January 2019).
Individual's propensity to gamble is closely correlated with disposable income. The poor economic performance
in 2018 has had an impact on how much money is available to consumers as disposable income and how they
choose to spend it.

5.3

Social environment

All licences for casino operators have been issued, whilst applications for limited payout machine (LPM) sites
and bookmaker premises are regularly submitted to the Board for consideration. The Board is very mindful of
the potential impact sites and premises may have on the communities in which the businesses operate and has
strict criteria and strict operational requirements relating to the location of these premises and sites.
Applications for new gambling premises and site licences are subject to a public participation and where the
circumstances warrant a public hearing of an application, the Board will call for a hearing.
The Board encourages licence holders to fund corporate social investments (CSI) projects of organisations that
are sustainable and which provide support to relevant causes. There is also a drive to ensure that local
organisations, who are in the proximity of licensed establishments benefit from such contributions.
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Licensed establishments, which offer LPMs for public play must have a sustainable primary business other than
the LPMs. LPMs are seen as an additional entertainment aspect for patrons.
In terms of the Act, persons employed in gambling establishments are licensed either as gambling- or key
employees. Prior to issuing an employment licence, prospective employees are subjected to probity to ensure
only persons that meet the suitability criteria are licensed to work in the gambling industry.
The Board continues to assist individuals, who have identified themselves in having a gambling problem to be
excluded from gambling establishments and obtain relevant treatment by the South African Responsible
Gambling Foundation (SARGF). The SARGF provides a free service to problem gamblers and is funded largely
by the licence holders as part of the licence conditions. These potential negative consequences of problem
gambling places a burden on social services and treatment costs associated therewith. The social impact of
gambling is not confined to the problem gambler, it affects others such as spouses, children, extended family
members or close friends.
The relationship between the Board and the relevant law enforcement agencies continues to be strengthened
which ensures that assistance with the fight against illegal gambling is readily available when required. The
Board has expanded on its awareness campaign to ensure that there is a greater understanding in the local
communities of the role and mandate of the Board.
The Board works closely with the Western Cape Provincial Government through its “Thusong Community
Outreach Programs” to access communities who would not normally have access to information about the
Board and its services. The Board actively engages communities to educate them about the Board and its
functions as well as to relay information on the dangers of irresponsible gambling. Radio advertisements are run
on community radio stations to urge communities to act responsibly when engaging in gambling activities,
especially over the holiday periods. The Boards Law Enforcement division continuously builds on its
relationships with the South African Police Service in its endeavours to combat illegal gambling.
The Board has procedures in place that offer patrons that are aggrieved by a licence holder's alleged nonpayment or under-payment of winnings recourse to the Board, to have the matter investigated and adjudicated
under the auspices of the Board. Patron disputes are investigated and the relevant parties are provided with a
comprehensive report detailing the decision of the Board and the reason for such decision to ensure public
confidence in the Board and the industry it regulates.

5.4

Technological environment

Advances in technology, presents South African citizens with innovative digital systems with improved
customer experience. These elements enable citizens to have easier access and exposure to online gambling
and betting.
Although the above are positive technological progress, it poses a substantial regulatory burden on gambling
regulatory bodies, the South African Police and Judiciary. It impacts on the protection of self-government,
consumer safety and the economic interest. The border-less nature of online technology systems allows for an
increase in efficiency and customer experience through remote gambling. This in turn require National
Government with their International counterparts, Provincial Government and the Private Sector's co-operation
to adequately govern these aspects.
The gambling industry continues to create efficiencies within their gambling establishments and developments
may result in changes to the central electronic monitoring system, wagering or betting software, surveillance
system, etc. It becomes important that Board officials are kept abreast of such technological advancement.
There are also various processes and activities of the licence holders that have been, or are in the process of
being automated. The Office of the Board in turn, through the official Supply Chain Management process,
acquired new technology to digitize and automate the License Application Processes. The business process
automation commenced in 2018 and will run for a period of three years as a phased approach for the Casino,
Limited Payout Machines (LPM), Totalisator and Bookmaker licences. The digitization and automation of these
processes will enable the Office of the Board and gambling industry becoming more efficient in the processing
of the applicable type of gambling licence. The new technology will set the foundation for digitising and
automating other relevant business processes for the Office of the Board and enable the move towards a
paperless environment. Given the transformational aspects e.g. automation, digitisation, artificial intelligence,
employees at the Board attend industry workshops and conferences to ensure that the Board are aware of the
trends, developments and new offerings with respect to gambling and betting.
Furthermore, illegal online and land based gambling activities, where sophisticated systems are in operation,
require the Board to be vigilant to counter illegal gambling. The Board is confident that the measures, adopted
by the National Gambling Board that will be introduced and implemented, will assist in addressing shortcomings
in the fight to curb illegal online and land based gambling. Such measures include the gathering of intelligence
by the NGB from the Provincial Gambling Boards and assistance from the national SAPS office.

5.5

Legal environment

In terms of the Constitution, all persons have the right to access a Court of law and PAJA affords any person
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aggrieved by a decision of the Board the remedy to apply to have same reviewed in the High Court. The Board
manages the ever-present risk of litigation through consultation to provide parties the opportunity to attempt
settlement or resolution prior to resorting to legal remedies.
POPI regulates, in harmony with international standards, the processing of personal information by public and
private institutions in a manner that gives effect to the right to privacy subject to justifiable limitations aimed at
protecting other rights and important interests. Certain provisions of POPI has become operational and once the
remainder of the provisions of POPI comes into effect, it will necessitate amendments to the Board's operations,
including the storing and collection of personal information and the categories of staff authorised to access
same.

5.6

Performance environment

As at 1 February 2019, the legal gambling and racing industry in the Western Cape comprised of:
 5 licensed casinos;
 2 licensed LPM operators;
 46 licensed bookmakers;
 1 licensed totalisator;
 654 licensed premises; (441 LPM premises, 54 totalisator premises and 159 bookmaker premises);
 6 940 licensed gambling devices; and
 6 013 employee licences
and spans the full geographical area of the Western Cape Province.
In terms of Section 31 of the Act, applications for Totalisator Operator, Limited Gambling Machine Operator,
Casino Operator and Bingo Operator licences can only be submitted pursuant to an Invitation or Request For
Application (“RFA”) issued by the Board and advertised in the relevant media. However, a RFA is not required
for applications for bookmakers, bookmaker premises, totalisator premises and limited gambling machine
premises licenses. Such applications, while considered by the Board on a regular basis, are always subject to
rigorous probity investigations taking into account various matters, inter-alia:
 socio-economic;
 geographic location;
 general suitability;
 proximity of existing licensed premises; and
 public objections and comments.
The Board conducted research into the expansion of the gambling industry by offering enacted gambling
opportunities. The Board's powers in relation to the rollout of the gambling and licences it may issue is
circumscribed in the Act. The Board must exercise this mandate subject to the Act, the National Gambling Act,
2004 and the policy determinations published in the Government Gazette. The licensed operators are
constantly seeking additional legal gambling offerings and regularly calls on the Board to consider diversity in
their gambling offerings and contingencies on which the public could place bets. The Board curtails requests for
legal expansion of the industry as it is advised that it must liaise with its oversight bodies to implement decisions
of this nature.
Gambling offers entertainment to patrons but is also an effective economic driver to empower persons and
communities. The LPM market in the Western Cape continues to grow and although this province has the third
largest number of LPMs rolled-out, it still produces the best revenues on a year-on-year basis. The Western Cape
is one of the few provinces, which has not yet rolled out Type B and C LPM sites. These are licensed LPM sites
which operate between 6 and 40 LPMs.
There is a marked decline in interest in the sport of horseracing and the concomitant revenues from this form of
gambling. On the other hand, sports betting has seen exponential growth. The growth in sports betting is in the
main due to the wide array of sporting contingencies and events offered, the ease of mobile and online betting
platforms and patrons' interest in the sporting events offered.
With the magnitude of sporting events and contingencies on which betting is offered to the public, it is
imperative that the Board amongst others, evaluate and approve the rules and operational mechanics of such
offerings. In accordance with the legislative prescripts, the Board require Bookmakers and the Totalisator to
display signage at a conspicuous place in licensed premises that the rules and terms and conditions applicable to
betting activities are available upon request and all payout limits must be displayed in licensed premises. In
addition, all gambling-related advertisements must get prior Board approval before these may be placed in the
media or public domain.
There appears to be an increase in patron disputes relative to Bookmakers, compared to other modes of
gambling. The patron referrals in the main are in relation to betting disputes. It is through the investigation
process that the Board can identify trends and information that comes to light that require stricter controls or
industry practices to be interrogated, The Office therefore spends considerable time in the investigation and
adjudication of these disputes, to ensure an equitable outcome.
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The Board continues to make progress with the eradication of illegal gambling in the Province. There has been
two successful convictions with respect to interactive gambling, albeit that both were plea agreements and in
both instances the computers and cash were forfeited to the State.
As previously indicated, the gambling industry, given the vested interests and external effect of any decision of
the Board, it is always anticipated that some decisions of the Board may be challenged in a Court of law. The
Board must therefore adequately budget for legal fees to participate in legal and other proceedings.
During the year under review, the Board was cited in four litigious matters, of which two were challenged or
opposed by the Board. These two matters concern firstly a declaratory application filed by a Casino Operator
licensed by the Board, that seeks an order confirming its interpretation of the tax provisions to the effect that
freeplay offered by the Casino do not generate revenue and is therefore not tax deductible. The second is a
review application by a different Casino Operator licensed by the Board jointly with the one Route Operator,
jointly challenged the Board's decision to impose BBBEE-related conditions on the industry. These matters are
still in progress and we await the outcome of the Court's ruling in due course.
The Board makes provision for electronic online filing of gambling tax returns for the bookmakers and totalisator
and have created operational efficiencies for both the industry and the Board. This electronic filing system
enhances the Board's capability of reconciling and auditing tax returns for this sector.
The Board continues with its steadfast approach in applying its policies and procedures and will not compromise
on enforcing compliance. The licence holders are generally compliant with the legislative provisions and
regulatory requirements. Where matters of non-compliance have been detected during compliance audits, the
licence holder will immediately implement measures to prevent a reoccurrence.
In instances where non-compliance has been identified, the approach of the Board is not, as matter of cause, to
impose financial penalties without considering all factors. License holders are afforded an opportunity to
provide written submissions clearly stating the following:
 The reason why the non-compliance occurred;
 The reason why the internal controls failed to detect the non-compliance; and
 What measures will be implemented to prevent a reoccurrence.
Prior to taking a decision to impose a financial penalty, the Board will consider various factors, inter-alia:
Nature of the offence;
Seriousness of the offence;
Impact or possible impact of contravention;
Whether such breach is the first or subsequent offence;
The remedial steps taken by the licence holder to prevent the re-occurrence; and
The degree of co-operation the licence holder displayed.








The Board, in order to create public awareness of the Board's functions and the negative effects of problem
gambling, have entered into partnerships with various public organisations (Western Cape Provincial Library,
South African National Library, National Prosecuting Authority, Government Information and Communication
System, Western Cape Education Department, Department of Social Development and SAPS) to foster
combined efforts in ensuring awareness of the Board's duties and functions.
The mandate and operational activities of the Board aligns itself with the following Provincial Strategic Goals
and National Development Plan Outcomes:
 PSG 1 – Create opportunities for growth and jobs.
 PSG 2 – Improve education outcomes and opportunities for youth development
 PSG 3 – Increase wellness, safety and tackle social ills.
 PSG 4 – Enable a resilient, sustainable, quality and inclusive living environment.
 PSG 5 – Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through partnerships and spatial
alignment.
 National Outcome 6 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, competitive and responsive economic
infrastructure network.
 National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, effective and development orientated
public service.
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Geographical Spread of Licensed Gambling Operations

City of
Cape Town

Premises
Casinos - 5

Garden
Route

Cape
Winelands

Overberg

West
Coast

Central
Karoo

1

1

1

1

1

0

LPM Sites - 441

296

47

41

21

35

1

Bookmakers - 159

130

7

17

1

4

0

41

3

7

0

3

0

Totalisator - 54

5.7

Organisational environment

The accommodation constraints, which places limitations on enhancing staff moral and an efficient and effective
service is currently being addressed by the Department of Transport and Public Works. The Minister made
available funds in order to assist with the relocation of the Board accommodation. The Board with the assistance
of the Department of Transport and Public Works are in the final stages of the fitout of the new accommodation.
The Board closely monitors employee morale by way of regular employee surveys to ascertain the level of
employee satisfaction within the organisation. The Board's employee wellness programmes have also proven to
be an invaluable resource in providing employees with the tools to find a good work life balance.
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BOARD

Organisational Structure as at 1 February 2019

Table 1 – Employment and vacancies by programme, 1 February 2019

Number
of posts

Programme
Board

Number
of posts
filled

Vacancy
Rate

Number of posts
filled additional to
the establishment

7

6

14%

-

Executive

10

9

10%

-

Administration and Finance

10

9

10%

-

Regulatory Compliance

26

25

4%

-

Licensing

23

23

-

-

5

4

20%

-

81

76

6%

-

ICT
Total

Table 2 – Employment and vacancies by occupational bands, 1 February 2019

Occupational Bands

Number
of posts

Number
of posts
filled

Vacancy
Rate

Number of posts
filled additional to
the establishment

Top Management (CEO)

1

1

-

-

Senior Management (HOD &
Managers)

6

6

-

-

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management (Chiefs &
Seniors)

13

13

-

-

Skilled technical and
academically qualified
workers, junior management,
supervisors, foreman and
superintendents (Auditors,
Investigators & IT)

36

33

8%

-

Semi-skilled and discretionary
decision making (Support
Services)

18

17

6%

-

-

-

-

-

74

70

5%

-

Unskilled and defined
decision making
Total

5.8

Description of the strategic planning process

A Five-Year Strategic Plan, 2015-2020, was approved by the Minister for Finance and tabled in the Provincial
Legislature during 2015. This Five-Year Strategic Plan is reviewed on an annual basis as the APP's are developed.
The goals of the Board for 2015-2020 were determined as part of the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan and the
associated risks were identified. The strategic objectives of each programme as well as strategies to mitigate the
risks were formulated in a workshop by the Board and its management structure with inputs from Board
employees.
The process of reviewing the plans will continue over the remaining period of the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan and
amendments made where necessary to give effect to further refinement. Measurement of progress towards
achieving performance indicator targets will be effected and reviewed by internal audit on a quarterly basis and
audited on an annual basis.


The 2019/20 APP was developed by:
ú Revisiting the Strategic Goals set in the Strategic Plan
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ú
ú

Analysing the Board's external environment – Performance environment
Analysing the Board's internal strengths and weaknesses in terms of its resources and capabilities –
Organisational environment
ú Analysing the Board's strategic options by matching its resources and capabilities with the performance
environment
ú Developing annual objectives and short term strategies to achieve the goals
ú Identifying the 2019/20 activities required to achieve the objectives
ú Identifying and evaluating the risks which could prevent the implementation of the activities and
consequently the achievement of its objectives and goals
Allocating financial resources to mitigate the risks and for the performance of the activities by developing a
budget
Presenting the developed APP to the Board for review and approval




The Board has developed and follows its policy to monitor and evaluate the achievement of its predetermined
objectives and targets.
The APP was compiled by the Office of the Board and presented to the Board for review and approval.
The APP was approved by the Board for submission to Provincial Treasury, the Department of the Premier and
the Minister for Finance.
Date

Item

10 August 2018

First Draft APP prepared based on Strategic Plan.

17 August 2018

Draft APP included in August Board pack for comment to Board
Members and Management Team.

24 August 2018

Submission of first Draft APP to the Department of the Premier and
Provincial Treasury.

30 August 2018

Revise Draft APP in line with Board and Management Team inputs.

19 October 2018

Provide formal written feedback to Department of Premier to
address assessment observations of the First Draft APP.

24 October 2018

2019-2020 Strategic Planning Session.

13 November 2018

Collation of second draft APP.

23 November 2018

Submission of second draft APP to the Department of the Premier
and Provincial Treasury.

8 February 2019

Provide formal written feedback to Department of Premier to
address assessment observations of Second Draft APP.

12 February 2019

Submission of third and Final draft APP to the Department of the
Premier and Provincial Treasury.

1 March 2019

Provide Provincial Parliament, Provincial Treasury and Department
of the Premier electronic and hard copies of the APP.

5 to 31 March 2019

Publish APP and Technical Indicator Descriptions on the Board website.

6.

Strategic outcome orientated goal of the Board

Strategic
Outcome
Oriented Goal

To ensure that the Board, in pursuit of its mandate, in respect of gambling industry
regulation, designs and utilises its structure, resources and processes for effective,
efficient and optimal performance of its duties.

Goal statement

The Board regulates gambling in the Province to ensure that the industry is free from
criminal element, that the maximum benefit of the licensed activities is achieved, that
such activities are fair to patrons and that vulnerable persons are provided the
relevant protection. In reaching these goals the Board will maintain and enhance a
credible and well regulated industry that is highly respected both nationally and
internationally.
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7.

Overview of 2019/20 budget and MTEF estimates

Table: Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board
Expenditure Estimates
Audited
Outcomes

Programme

Main
Adjusted
Revised
Budget
Budget
(approved) (approved) Estimate

Medium-term
Expenditure Estimate

2018/19

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

R’000

16 756

15 547

22 200

25 940

23 327

23 327

26 520

26 087

27 503

Licensing

11 107

11 674

12 890

13 666

13 666

13 666

20 937

15 644

16 890

Regulatory
Compliance

13 131

14 117

15 444

16 490

16 450

16 450

18 222

19 642

21 173

4 490

4 067

4 580

8 841

9 016

9 016

11 479

9 152

8 780

45 484

45 405

55 114

64 937

62 459

62 459

77 158

70 524

74 345

Board &
Administration

Information and
Communication
Technology
Total

Economic Classification
Current
Payments

43 130

45 016

54 073

60 140

57 487

57 487

70 017

66 552

71 145

Compensation
of employees

35 049

37 480

44 875

44 186

44 186

44 186

47 518

51 324

55 430

Goods and
services of
which:

8 081

7 536

9 198

15 954

13 301

13 301

22 499

15 228

15 715

Administration*

4 169

5 503

6 117

12 597

10 007

10 007

18 714

11 235

11 646

Consultants,
contractors and
special services

2 066

609

983

1 036

1 036

1 036

943

995

906

1 846

1 424

2 098

2 321

2 258

2 258

2 842

2 998

3 163

Transfers and
subsidies

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Payments for
capital assets

2 354

390

1 041

4 797

4 972

4 972

7 141

3 972

3 200

Buildings and
other fixed
structures

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 354

355

589

1 153

1 153

1 153

938

1 200

2 700

Transport
Equipment

0

0

447

444

444

444

600

500

500

Software and
Intangible
Assets

0

35

5

3 200

3 375

3 375

5 603

2 272

0

45 484

45 405

55 114

64 937

62 459

62 459

77 158

70 524

74 345

Travel and
subsistence

Machinery and
equipment

Total

* In the 2019/20 budget, a provision has been made for the once-off payment of R6.45million which relates to the
repayment of LPM Operators Fees in respect of 2016/17 financial year.
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Part B:
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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PART B: Strategic Objectives
Programme

Sub-Programme

1. Board and Administration

1.1

Board

1.2

Executive

1.3

1.2.1

Legal Services

1.2.2

Human Resources

Administration and Finance

2. Licensing
3. Regulatory Compliance
4. Information and Communication Technology

8.1

Programme: Board and Administration

Programme Purpose
To control and regulate gambling within the Province of the Western Cape.
Programme Description
To set the strategic direction and provide quality support services to the Board and the stakeholders.
Programme Structure
The programme consists of seven Board Members, the Chief Executive Officer, the Manager: Legal Services, the
Professional Assistant: Legal Services, the Manager: Human Resources, the Admin Assistant: HR, the Chief
Financial Officer, the Senior Financial Officer, the Senior Administration Officer, the Board Secretary and 10
approved support staff.
The programme is structured into the following sub-programmes:
Sub-programme 1.1: Board
Purpose: To assist the Minister and to give effect to the legislative mandate placed on the Western Cape
Gambling and Racing Board.
Sub-programme 1.2: Executive
Purpose: To provide assistance to the Board in fulfilling its legislative mandate.
Sub-programme 1.2.1: Legal Services
Purpose: To provide legal advisory and research services to the Board and its Office.
Sub-programme: 1.2.2: Human Resources
Purpose: To provide Human Resource support services to the Board and its Office.
Sub-programme 1.3: Administration and Finance
Purpose: To provide administrative and financial support services to the Board and its Office.

22
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8.1.1

Sub-programme 1.1: Board

Strategic
Objective 1

To provide leadership and oversight on all functions of the office of the Board
to ensure an effective and efficient administration for the period 2015 to 2020.

Objective statement

To provide strategic leadership and oversight in terms of the Western Cape
Gambling and Racing Act and the PFMA to ensure an enabling environment for
the office to perform its duties in an efficient and effective manner to the benefit
of all stakeholders during the period 2015 to 2020.

Baseline

The Board's past achievements of excellence and clean audits as well as the
rapidly changing climate in the gambling industry requires the Board to remain
on the forefront of regulating the industry.

Justification

To ensure a well regulated gambling industry in the Province.

Links

PSG
PSG
PSG
PSG
PSG

1 – Create opportunities for growth and jobs
2 – Improving education outcomes and opportunities for youth development
3 – Increase wellness, safety and tackle social ills
4 – Enable a resilient, sustainable, quality and inclusive living environment
5 – Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service.

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
1

Number of Board
meetings at which
resolutions are adopted
and licence applications
are considered.

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
PSG 1-5

11

11

11

13

Medium-term targets
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
15*

15*

15*

*Ad-hoc meetings taken into account

Risk Management:
Risks inherent to the Board that could hinder the realisation of the strategic objective inter alia include:
No.

Risk

Mitigating Controls

1

Board rendered ineffective due to
lack of quorum.







2

Incorrect decisions brought about
by inadequate and/or inaccurate
information.





3

4

Loss of public trust due to undue
influence into the decision making
process of the Board.



Litigation as Board's authority and
mandate being compromised by
external stakeholder interference.






Board advises the Minister in a timely manner of
pending vacancies on the Board.
Board meetings scheduled well ahead of time to
ensure that Board Members are timely and welladvised of the meeting dates.
Reminders of meetings are sent to Board members.
Minister extends Board Member terms.
Round robin process.
Four tiers for preparation and reviewing of information
and submissions before presentation to the Board.
Circulate any new publications on gambling to all
Board Members and advise them of any new matter
affecting the industry.
Committee structures in place to advise the Board.
Maintaining a professional and arms-length approach
when dealing with all stakeholders.
Declaration of interest completed by Board members.
Code of conduct for all Board members.
Meetings by Board Chair with external stakeholders to
enforce Board’s independence.
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Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Programme
Performance
Indicator

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
Number of meetings to
give effect to statutory
mandate.

1.1

PSG 1-5

45

49

49

42

42

42

42

Quarterly Targets for 2019/20

Performance Indicator
1.1

Number of meetings to
give effect to statutory
mandate.

Quarterly Targets

Reporting
Period

Actual Target
2019/20

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Quarterly

42

11

10

11

10

8.1.2 Sub-programme 1.2: Executive
Strategic
Objective 2

To provide effective and efficient management of all functions of the office
of the Board.

Objective statement

To provide effective and efficient management of all functions of the office of the
Board in terms of the Act and to perform such other functions as may be
delegated by the Board for the period 2015-2020.

Baseline

The executive programme has consistently achieved a clean audit outcome.

Justification

To ensure that the directives of the Board and legislative prescripts are enforced
by the Office of the Board.

Links

PSG
PSG
PSG
PSG
PSG

1 – Create opportunities for growth and jobs
2 – Improving education outcomes and opportunities for youth development
3 – Increase wellness, safety and tackle social ills
4 – Enable a resilient, sustainable, quality and inclusive living environment
5 – Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service.

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
2

24

Number of interventions
to positively promote
awareness of the Board.

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 1-5

4

4

4

4

4
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4

Risk Management:
Risks inherent to the Executive Department that could hinder the realisation of the strategic objective include:
No.

Risk

Mitigating Controls

1

Unavailability of strategic staff due to
vacancies or incapacity.



Commence SCM process to advertise positions within
30 days after resignations are accepted.
HR policy makes provision for staff acting in strategic
positions.
Regular EXCO meetings to share any problem areas.




2

Incorrect decisions / approvals due to
reliance on incorrect information
provided.



Three tier review of information process prior to
decision / approval.

3

Lack of resources to give effect to
mandate.



Weekly EXCO meetings to discuss and resolve on
action plans for resource allocation to ensure
resolutions are effected.
Reprioritise expenditure to free resources.



4

Action plans resulting from resolutions
delayed due to delay in processes.



Timeframes for resolution approvals are set and
secretariat follows up to ensure timely distribution of
resolutions.

Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 3

3

4

9

4

4

4

4

2.2 Percentage of Board
resolutions given effect
by CEO within 1 month.

PSG 5

New PI

99%
(222
out of
224)

100%
(261
out of
261)

95%

95%

95%

95%

2.3 Number of operators
monitored for
compliance with CSI
commitments.

PSG 2
PSG 3
PSG 4

New PI

New PI

7

4

4

4

4

2.1

Number of awareness
programmes
participated in.

Quarterly Targets for 2019/20

Performance Indicator

Reporting
Period

Actual Target
2019/20

Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Quarterly

4

1

1

1

1

2.2 Percentage of Board
resolutions given effect
by CEO within 1 month.

Quarterly

95%

95%

95%

95%

95%

2.3 Number of operators
monitored for
compliance with CSI
commitments.

Quarterly

4

1

1

1

1

2.1

Number of awareness
programmes
participated in.
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8.1.3 Sub-programme 1.2.1: Legal Services
The purpose of this sub-programme is to provide legal advisory and research services to the Board and its
Office. The services rendered and functions performed include oral and written legal advice, research, drafting
submissions, management of all litigation instituted by or against the Board, attending to all non-litigious legal
matters, drafting proposed amendments to the Act, Regulations and keeping abreast of advancements through
membership and attendance of relevant national and international fora.
Strategic
Objective 3

To provide legal advisory support and research services to the Board and
its Office.

Objective statement

To render legal advisory services, including legal opinions, provide support
services to legal service providers representing the Board and keep the Board
and Office abreast of legal developments impacting the Board's operations for
the period 2015-2020.

Baseline

Legal services rendered 49 legal opinions and managed six litigious matters
(Annual Report 2017/18).

Justification

To render the necessary advice and legal support to ensure the resolutions of the
Board and the decisions of the Office of the Board are legally sound. The number
of legal opinions is reducing as the legal research for matters already considered
will not necessarily be repeated or duplicated when the same issues arise in
practice.

Links

PSG 3 – Increase wellness, safety and tackle social ills
PSG 5 – Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service.

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
3

26

Number of legal
opinions drafted.

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 5

65

49

49

48

36
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28

Risk Management:
Risks inherent to the Legal Services Department that could hinder the realisation of the strategic objective
include:
No.

Risk

Mitigating Controls

1

Failure to keep abreast of legal
developments and advancement in
the industry due to not attending
forums, conferences or budgetary
constraints which could result in
providing the Board with incorrect
opinions.




The validity of the Board's decisions
could be challenged due to the
incorrect/legally flawed advice
provided, thereby resulting in
litigation against the Board.



2












3



The Board receiving a qualified audit
for not meeting its pre-determined
objectives due to the department not
meeting the programme's objectives
and targets.




4



The industry consultations and
engagements are hampered due to
lack of participation.



Participation in national and international fora.
Budgetary provision for the attendance of relevant
workshops and conferences.
Online library for research purposes.
Management is updated during EXCO on
developments in the industry.
Ongoing Professional Development to keep abreast
of legal developments.
Legal Manager attends all Board and Committee
meetings to give legal advice as and when required.
Legal Services Department prepares brief/
instructions to Attorneys. Where legal services are
required to research a specialist industry-related
matter, the relevant department gives technical
guidance as and when required.
All litigation is discussed in Board meeting and EXCO
to review the cause/origin of the matter and the
Board's legal position to determine whether to
oppose the application or simply abide by the Court's
decision.
Legal opinions are prepared or obtained externally on
contentious legal matters.
Ongoing Professional Development to keep abreast
of legal developments.
The Office reports quarterly on the work done
towards achievement of the annual and quarterly
targets, which is also reviewed by the Board and
Audit Committee.
Annual Performance Plan set out critical activities/
targets that must be achieved in the financial year.
Board and/or CEO can allocate additional resources
where necessary.
The Office reports quarterly on the work done, which
will also be placed on the Agenda of the different
Committees of the Board for reporting purposes, and
will therefore also serve at the Board.
Where necessary, reliance will be placed on the Rules
that imposes a positive duty on licence holders to
adhere to instructions and requests for information
from the Board.

Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Audited/Actual
performance

Estimated
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
3.1

Disseminate the draft
Research Report into
the legal aspects of
introducing a
compulsory player card
system in the Western
Cape and consult
industry and other
stakeholders.

3.2 Update the draft
Research Report post
the industry
engagements.

PSG 3

New PI

New PI

New PI

0

1

0

0

PSG 3

New PI

New PI

New PI

New PI

1

0

0
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Quarterly Targets for 2019/20
Reporting
Period

Performance Indicator
3.1

Disseminate draft
Research Report into
the legal aspects of
introducing a
compulsory player card
system in the Western
Cape and consult
industry and other
stakeholders.

3.2 Update the Research
Report post the
industry engagements.

Actual Target
2019/20

Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Annually

1

0

1

0

0

Annually

1

0

0

0

1

8.1.4 Sub-programme 1.2.2: Human Resources (HR)
The Human Resources is a service sub-programme designed to provide the Board with Human Resource
services.
Strategic
Objective 4

To assist the Board in ensuring that it complies with HR best practices and
maintaining an appropriately skilled workforce.

Objective statement

The sub-programme's purpose is to ensure that the WCGRB adheres to the
applicable Labour Legislation and to ensure statutory compliance therewith. To
ensure WCGRB has adequately qualified personnel for the period 2015 - 2020.

Baseline

The Board has complied with the requirements of the Acts that govern
employer/employee relations.

Justification

In order to achieve its targets and objectives, the Office of the Board requires
adherence to all applicable labour legislation to ensure statutory compliance.

Links

PSG 5 – Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service.

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
4

Number of
material HR audit
findings*

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 5

New
SOPI

New
SOPI

0

0

0

*Material findings in an audit report indicate significant errors or risks within the HR division
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0

0

Risk Management:
Risks inherent to HR that could hinder the realisation of the strategic objective inter alia include:
No.
1

2

3

Risk

Mitigating Controls

Failure to provide strategic human resource
direction for the Board as a result of not
being up to date with current trends and
practices.



No clear guidelines in terms of HR policies
and processes due to a failure to ensure
alignment with Provincial Government HR
policies and relevant labour legislation.



Inability to ensure staff are trained to
adequately perform functions due to a lack of
resources.











4

Loss of productivity due to poor performance
not being addressed timely due to a lack of
processes and resources to identify staff who
do not perform their functions.






5

Core functions not being performed due to
loss of key staff members.







6

Board unable to fulfil its core mandate due to
poor employee morale at the Board as a
result of a lack of space (accommodation).




7

Board unable to perform its mandate due to
disruptions in the supply of water to the
office (premises) of the Board.



Performing on-going reviews of the HR policies and
processes as well as keeping abreast of HR best
practices.
Ongoing Professional Development and training.
Attending relevant industry fora.
Ensuring regular interaction with Provincial Treasury
as well as Provincial Government HR units.
Submissions to Human Capital Committee to
recommend policy alignment with PGWC.
Ensuring that each employee has an adequately
funded personalised skills development plan.
Ensure sufficient provision is made for training in
the budget.
Training plans reported on and monitored by
Employment Equity Committee.
Online Performance management system tied to
training plans.
Annual performance reviews on all staff.
Training for supervisory staff to manage poor
performance where necessary.
Online performance review system implemented.
Adequately qualified and trained immediate subordinates.
Identify key staff members for training initiatives to
develop them.
Personal Development Plans for staff to ensure
employees are equipped to perform functions in
other areas of the Board.
Job rotations to ensure staff are able to perform
core functions in various departments.
Online succession plans for staff.
The Department of Transport and Public Works has
acquired accommodation for the Board and
awaiting occupation date.
Regular staff engagements (meetings and socials)
to build morale.
Business Continuity Plan in place specifically related
to disruptions in the water supply.

Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4.2 Number of reports on
the implementation of
the HR Plan.

PSG 5

New PI

New PI

4

4

4

4

4

4.3 Percentage of
performance reviews
completed timeously*.

PSG 5

New PI

New PI

50%
(71)

95%
(142)

95%
(142)

95%
(142)

95%
(142)

4.1

Number of Regulatory
reports timeously
submitted to
Department of Labour.

*5% error margin for leave (maternity, annual, sick etc.). Completed by end of June and December 2019.
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Quarterly Targets for 2019/20
Actual Target
2019/20

Reporting
Period

Performance Indicator

Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Annually

1

0

1

0

0

4.2 Number of reports on
the implementation of
the HR Plan.

Quarterly

4

1

1

1

1

4.3 Percentage of
performance reviews
completed timeously*.

Bi-Annually

95%
(142)

95%
(71)

0

95%
(71)

0

4.1

Number of Regulatory
reports timeously
submitted to
Department of Labour.

*5% error margin for leave (maternity, annual, sick etc.). Completed by end of June and December 2019.

8.1.5 Sub-programme 1.3: Administration and Finance
The sub-programme: Administration and Finance is a service department with the purpose of providing an
efficient and effective administrative, procurement and financial support service, by recording its transactions
and actions and providing reports for timely decision-making by the Board.
Strategic
Objective 5

To review all of ADFIN's policies and procedures for relevance and
effectiveness and allocate the available resources to the purpose of the
policies and processes during the period.

Objective statement

In order for ADFIN to provide an efficient and effective service at the most cost
effective budget, it will have to review all policies and processes to identify any
unnecessary or inefficient practices. Thereafter review the policies and amend it
to ensure that the policies and practices are efficient and cost effective and then
to allocate the required resources to the purpose of the process with continued
monitoring thereof over the next three years ending 31 March 2020.

Baseline

The Board's past achievements of clean audits and the ever increasing stringent
processes instructed by National and Provincial Treasury as well as the
continuously changing generally recognised accounting practices which must be
adhered to.

Justification

Ensure an effective and efficient administration and financial function in order to
enhance the Board's processes.

Links

PSG 5 - Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) - An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service.

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
5

30

Audit opinion obtained
from AGSA for
previous financial year.

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Audited/Actual
performance

Estimated
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 1-5

Unqualified
audit
report
without
material
findings

Unqualified
audit
report
without
material
findings

UnUnUnUnqualified qualified qualified qualified
audit
audit
audit
audit
report
report
report
report
without without without without
material material material material
findings findings findings findings
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Unqualified
audit
report
without
material
findings

Risk Management:
Risks inherent to the Administration and Finance Department that could hinder the realisation of the strategic
objective inter alia include:
No.

Risk

Mitigating Controls

1

Processing of transactions which are
inadequate or non-compliant with
treasury instructions and GRAP due to
insufficient knowledge base.







2

Insufficient resources to ensure
business continuity.






3

Inability to produce accurate and
timely reports as a result of system
breakdowns.





4

Processes delayed or not performed
due to load shedding or unavailability
of electric power.




Review of staff performance and skills development
programme for each employee.
Review of GRAP changes and treasury instructions to
amend procedures and prescripts.
Multi-tier processing and authorisation to ensure
proper processes followed.
Continued Professional Development for staff
members.
Attend training and information sessions presented
by Provincial Treasury and service providers on
GRAP.
Staff budget set at beginning of year and EXCO
meetings held to review resources required and
shortfall that exists in order to prioritise "danger"
areas.
Staff cross trained to assist when a shortfall exists.
Financial resource requirements budgeted and
approved by the Minister.
IT reviews system usage and up-time and ADFIN
regularly monitors its systems for breakdowns.
Use of manual systems when electronic systems
breaks down.
Backups performed regularly.
Uninterruptable Power Supply in place to provide
power during load shedding and power outages.
Manual process refined to ensure continuous
operations when required.

Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
5.1

Number of financial
reports to stakeholders.

PSG 5

New PI

33

33

33

33

33

33

Quarterly Targets for 2019/20

Performance Indicator
5.1

Number of financial
reports to stakeholders.

Reporting
Period
Quarterly

Actual Target
2019/20
33

Quarterly Targets
1st
9

2nd

3rd

4th

8

8

8
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Reconciling performance targets with the Budget and MTEF
Table: Board and Administration
Expenditure Estimates
Sub-Programme

Adjusted
Appropriation

Expenditure Outcomes

R’000

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Board

1 620

1 491

2 260

Executive - CEO*

6 486

6 581

Administration and
Finance

8 650
16 756

Total

2018/19

Medium-term
Expenditure Estimate
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2 003

2 168

2 287

2 413

7 482

9 694

10 896

11 495

11 402

7 476

12 458

11 630

13 456

12 304

13 688

15 547

22 200

23 327

26 520

26 087

27 503

* Actuals for CEO, Legal and HR are combined

Economic Classification
16 456

15 399

21 706

22 715

25 352

25 387

26 802

Compensation of
employees

11 164

10 746

15 764

12 927

13 793

14 901

16 093

Goods and services of
which:

5 292

4 653

5 942

9 788

11 559

10 486

10 709

Administration

2 791

3 885

4 204

7 563

9 269

8 070

8 304

Consultants, contractors
and special services

1 849

229

745

1 018

939

991

901

613

539

993

1 207

1 351

1 425

1 504

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

300

149

494

612

1 168

700

700

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

300

149

47

168

568

200

200

0

0

447

444

600

500

500

16 756

15 547

22 200

23 327

26 520

26 087

27 503

Current Payments

Travel and subsistence
Transfers and subsidies
Payments for capital
assets
Buildings and other fixed
structures
Machinery and
equipment
Transport Equipment
Total
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Performance and expenditure trends – (For Board, Executive (CEO, Legal, HR) and ADFIN)



The Board needs its full complement of staff and quorum Board to achieve its mandate.
Provision has been made in the budget to ensure the employment of a full complement of Board Members
and staff.
At the request of the Board all posts at the Board has been evaluated and graded by the Organisational
Development Directorate (OD) in the Department of the Premier.
The need for a skilled workforce has been highlighted and provision has been made in the budget for training
and developing staff.
The budget has been set to fund the activities required to achieve the Board's mandate and successfully
perform the activities as set out in the Board's APP.
To stay conversant with the gambling and betting industry the Programme has to attend regular
conferences, seminars and workshops.






8.2

Programme: Licensing

The Licensing Department is responsible for co-ordinating the licensing process. It receives licence applications
and conducts probity investigations linked to applications received. Based on the resultant findings the
department then makes recommendations for approval or denial to the CEO and/or Board.
To ensure the efficient and timely investigation of applications received,
resulting in the licensing of fit and proper persons permitted to engage in
gambling operations.

Strategic
Objective 6
Objective statement

To promptly investigate new applications and to process annual renewal
applications of existing licenses in a timely and efficient manner. To conduct
probity investigations in order to determine whether applicants qualify for a
licence and are considered fit and proper to engage in gambling operations (in
terms of sections 28 read with sections 29 and/or 30 of the Western Cape
Gambling and Racing Act, 1996). To facilitate the licensing process, the
introduction of automated processes for applications and reporting purposes will
increase efficiencies for the period 2015 to 2020.

Baseline

8 200 licences of varying kinds processed annually.

Justification

Ensuring service delivery in respect of licensing suitable persons to the industry,
thereby approving the entry into economic and employment activities in the
gambling industry.

Links

PSG 1 – Create opportunities for growth and jobs
PSG 5 – Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service. Economic Access Transition
(Working Cape: Any person who wants to be economically active is able to
secure work (OneCape 2040).

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
6

Number of licence
applications with
recommendations
submitted to the CEO
and/or the Board for
consideration.

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Audited/Actual
performance

Estimated
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 1
PSG 5

8 314

8 727

8 354

7 700

8 250

8 300
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8 400
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Risk Management:
Risks inherent to the Licensing Department that could hinder the realisation of the strategic objective inter alia
include:
No.

Risk

Mitigating Controls

1

Core functions not performed as a
direct result of legitimate (leave,
resignation) unavailability of staff
which could lead to delays in
processing applications thus
impacting negatively on the industry.



The investigation process could be
delayed due to the non-adherence by
licence holders to legislative
requirements (e.g. submission of
renewal applications 3 months prior to
expiry) which could result in incorrect
recommendations or licences expiring
prior to the completion of the
investigation process.



The provision of sound
recommendations to the Board and
CEO could be negatively affected due
to the reliance placed on applicants to
provide authentic information which
could result in the incorrect granting
of licences.





The authenticity/legitimacy of documentation
verified and only originals or certified copies
accepted.
Relations have been built with authorities to verify
documentation received from them (e.g.
Municipalities).
Training

4

Inability to process licence
applications as a result of system
malfunctions.




IT disaster recovery plan (DRP) in place.
Backup manual process.

5

Loss of applications or supporting
information in the Licensing system
resulting in delays or licenses not
issued timely.



Applications being scrutinized on receipt thereof and
incomplete applications returned.
An application register records receipt of applications
and the application is then captured onto the
licensing database before distribution to chiefs and
investigators.

2

3












All licensing investigators being able to conduct the
same activities.
In an instance of resignation, assistance can be drawn
from other licensing teams.
A recorded set of procedures give guidance to
officials assisting temporarily.
Guidelines or correspondence addressed to operators
to guide procedural compliance.
Liaison meetings are held with operators to discuss
instances of procedural non-compliance.
Renewal Charts and Renewal notification letters are
sent out to operators.
Penalties are imposed for late submissions where
appropriate.

Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Audited/Actual
performance

Estimated
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
Percentage of new
applications in respect
of employee licences
(key and gambling)
received processed
within 30 days of
receipt.

PSG 5

81%
(2 261
out of
2 780)

92%
(2 553
out of
2 772)

90%
(2 193
out of
2 433)

87%

89%

90%

95%

6.2 Percentage of renewal
applications received
processed within
the 3 month renewal
period.

PSG 5

98%
(5 420
out of
5 511)

99%
(5 665
out of
5 714)

99%
(5 568
out of
5 632)

97%

98%

98%

98%

6.1

34
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Quarterly Targets for 2019/20
Quarterly Targets

Reporting
Period

Actual Target
2019/20

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Percentage of new
applications in respect
of employee licences
(key and gambling)
received processed
within 30 days of
receipt.

Quarterly

89%

89%

89%

89%

89%

6.2 Percentage of renewal
applications received
processed within
the 3 month renewal
period.

Quarterly

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Performance Indicator
6.1

Reconciling performance targets with the Budget and MTEF
Table: Licensing
Expenditure Estimates
Adjusted
Appropriation

Expenditure Outcomes

Programme

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Licensing

11 107

11 674

12 890

13 666

20 937

15 644

16 890

Total

11 107

11 674

12 890

13 666

20 937

15 644

16 890

Current Payments

10 825

11 662

12 879

13 666

20 937

15 644

16 890

Compensation of
employees

10 518

11 475

12 498

13 349

14 195

15 331

16 557

307

187

381

317

6 742

313

333

159

72

280

124

6 539

99

107

0

94

0

10

0

0

0

148

21

101

193

203

214

226

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Payments for capital
assets

282

12

11

0

0

0

0

Machinery and
equipment

282

12

11

0

0

0

0

11 107

11 674

12 890

13 666

20 937

15 644

16 890

R’000

2018/19

Medium-term
Expenditure Estimate

Economic Classification

Goods and services of
which:
Administration
Consultants, contractors
and special services
Travel and subsistence
Transfers and subsidies

Total

Performance and expenditure trends


Licensing Department focuses on addressing investigations into applications for licences linked to gambling
operations. In ensuring that employment opportunities created in the gambling industry are not delayed
employment licences are treated with priority in terms of the turnaround time. Since no person may engage
in gambling related activities or perform gambling related functions until such time that they are
appropriately licensed, the department strives in being effective and efficient in concluding the licensing
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process. Investigations of varying depths are conducted in delving into the applicant's background to
determine the suitability of the person to hold a specific licence linked to their employment or financial
interest in a licensed gambling operation. The processing of employee licence applications makes for the bulk
of the activities of the department.
The Department strives to attend to renewals of all current licences expeditiously seeing as all licences are
subject to an expiry date. With each licence having an effective date and an expiry date all operators and all
their respective staff, as well as certificates of suitability relating to persons who have a financial interest in a
gambling operation have to make application for the renewal of their respective licences. In terms of the
previous performance trend these are completed timely, irrespective of new or ad-hoc applications also
received.
Albeit that the department experiences some changes in respect of staff movement and other staffing
related processes, priority is given to ensuring the department maintains its targeted outputs. The sourcing
of suitable training in order to keep staff abreast in their specific areas of responsibility remains a challenge
which the Board is determined to address. Relations are built with other Gambling Authorities in order to
share experiences or suggestions regarding suitable training initiative. Gambling industry related training is
hard to come by in South Africa and the hope is that all regulatory bodies in the industry will carve a way
forward to address this challenge.
The Licensing and ICT Department, currently in the development phase of the automation of the licensing
application system. The proposed future processing of applications would include electronic completion of
application forms as well as moving away from the paper based reports for recommendations on
applications. Automation will bring about added efficiencies for the department, more so in respect of
responding to the demands of industry.







8.3

Programme: Regulatory Compliance

Ensuring that regulated gambling and betting activities are conducted in a manner that complies with legislative
provisions and regulatory requirements is core to the programme. Furthermore, addressing all allegations of
illegal gambling to maintain confidence and trust within the industry in the Western Cape. The programme will
focus on strategies which will enhance revenue for the Board as well as the Province, while at the same time
being responsible about the roll-out of additional gambling opportunities in the Province.
Strategic
Objective 7

To ensure that gambling and betting activities conducted in the Province
conform to the legislative provisions and regulatory requirements.

Objective statement

To carry out scheduled and ad hoc on-site assessments at the premises of
licence holders as well as the continuous review of their internal processes and
other operational requests. Responding to public requests timeously including
investigation of allegations of illegal gambling. All efforts are aimed at
maintaining and enhancing public confidence and trust in the industry.

Baseline

1 113 on site assessments conducted. (Strategic Plan 2015/16 to 2019/20)

Justification

All gambling and betting activities need to operate within the confined
parameters.

Links

PSG 3 - Increase wellness, safety and tackle social ills
PSG 5 - Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) - An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service.

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
7

36

The level of compliance
determined resulting
from the on-site assessments conducted at
licensed establishments.

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Audited/Actual
performance

Estimated
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 3
PSG 5

95%

85%

90%

90%

80%
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85%

90%

Risk Management:
Risks inherent to the Regulatory Compliance Department that could hinder the realisation of the strategic
objectives inter alia include:
No.

Risk

Mitigating Controls

1

The programme not being able to
perform core functions adequately
due to the lack of resources and
human capital not trained and
developed which could result in nonachievement of strategic objectives.




The licence holders do not inform or
advise the Board timely in terms of
their activities which has an impact on
the operations of the programme.



2







3

4

5

Licence holder requests for new
operations cannot be adequately
considered as a result of the lack of
understanding and failing to keep
abreast with industry development.



Lack of co-operation from state
agencies as a result of illegal gambling
not being considered as a priority
crime, this results in a backlog of
cases and increased storage costs.




Unable to enforce compliance on
licence holders with respect to
excluded persons due to a lack of
clear legislation this results in problem
gamblers still accessing the casinos.













Department training.
Regular review of work and scheduled meetings to
address any issues.
To provide for the multi skilling of auditors across all
industry sectors.
Provision made in the budget for industry specific
training as well as general training for all the gaming
auditors in the programme.
Regular meetings with the duly authorised
representative of each licensed entity.
Annual year planner completed prior to the
commencement of proposed activities.
Licence holder are advised of the unavailability of the
Board's officials where applicable.
Provision made in the budget for attendance at all
relevant local and annual international fora.
Attendance at quarterly national fora.
Attendance at monthly industry specific meetings.
Attendance at industry related workshops.
Regular meetings with the role players.
Conduct workshops and other initiatives to educate
and create awareness.
Initiatives that will establish and maintain relations
with key personnel of the relevant agencies.
Regular interaction with the industry in setting
guidelines or standard operating procedures.
Regular industry meetings where stakeholders voice
their concerns.
Initiatives in conjunction with the NRGP to create
awareness, where applicable.
Consideration to introduce Provincial legislation that
will be applicable to all licence holders in the
Province.

Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
7.1

Number of compliance
assessments conducted
at licenced gambling
premises.

7.2 Percentage of
investigations
conducted timely
for all allegations of
illegal gambling
received by the Board.

PSG 5

1 161

1 202

1 227

1 300

1 300

1 300

1 300

PSG 3
PSG 5

New PI

100%
(90
out of
90)

100%
(71
out of
71)

95%

100%

100%

100%
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Quarterly Targets for 2019/20

Performance Indicator
7.1

Number of compliance
assessments conducted
at licenced gambling
premises.

7.2 Percentage of
investigations
conducted timely
for all allegations of
illegal gambling
received by the Board.

Reporting
Period

Actual Target
2019/20

Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Quarterly

1 300

300

350

300

350

Quarterly

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Reconciling performance targets with the Budget and MTEF
Table: Regulatory Compliance
Expenditure Estimates
Programme

Adjusted
Appropriation

Expenditure Outcomes
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Regulatory Compliance

13 131

14 117

15 444

16 450

18 222

19 642

21 173

Total

13 131

14 117

15 444

16 450

18 222

19 642

21 173

Current Payments

12 839

14 109

15 389

16 450

18 222

19 642

21 173

Compensation of
employees

11 461

13 058

14 142

15 266

16 695

18 031

19 473

Goods and services of
which:

1 378

1 051

1 247

1 184

1 527

1 611

1 700

209

84

184

338

362

382

403

134

0

111

0

0

0

0

1 035

855

952

846

1 165

1 229

1 297

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Payments for capital
assets

292

8

55

0

0

0

0

Machinery and
equipment

292

8

55

0

0

0

0

13 131

14 117

15 444

16 450

18 222

19 642

21 173

R’000

2018/19

Medium-term
Expenditure Estimate

Economic Classification

Administration
Consultants, contractors
and special services
Travel and subsistence
Transfers and subsidies

Total

Performance and expenditure trends





Measures in place to assist in having auditors trained in various tasks across all gaming sectors within the
department.
It is critical that the staff fully understand the operations of licence holders as well as the manner in which
gambling devices operate so that we may identify the areas of greater risk and as there is constant
developments within the industry so continuous training is important.
The programme staff regularly review the operational processes of licence holders to determine whether
there are any new risks that needs to be considered by both the industry and the Board.
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On-going training and development which comprises both formal sessions as well as attendance
conferences, workshops and national forums, to equip the staff with the relevant competencies as well as
being able to respond to licence holders with requests to either implement new games or different
procedures.
To stay conversant with the gambling and betting industry the Programme has to attend regular
conferences, seminars and workshops.
Patron disputes and complaints are independently investigated from the gaming auditors that carry out the
scheduled compliance audits.
The programme will focus more on responsible gambling matters with the emphasis on early detection,
adequate notices for the playing public and the enforcement of the legislative amendments once operational.
With the illegal gambling operations taking on different forms, efforts will be made to stay abreast of such
new developments so the relevant training will be sourced.
Build, maintain and enhance relationships with the relevant enforcement agencies to ensure that they share
in our vision regarding illegal gambling.
Research into new forms of gambling and the impact that it could have for the Province.








8.4

Programme: Information and Communication Technology

This programme provides and maintains ICT products and services for the office of the Board. The programme
has established a cohesive, enterprise-wide IT architecture to support the Board's strategic objectives. The ICT
environment has advanced and the department has an additional role of providing strategic and innovative
solutions to various programmes of the Board. The Information Technology programme has a staff complement
of five.
Strategic
Objective 8

To provide innovative and practical ICT solutions to the WCGRB both on a
strategic and functional level.

Objective statement

The programme will keep abreast with latest developments in both the ICT and
gaming/gambling technologies. A well-resourced programme will then provide
an enabling business performance environment for all programmes.

Baseline

95.9% uptime of ICT systems (Strategic Plan 2015/16 to 2019/20).

Justification

To ensure that the systems of the Board is effective and efficient to carry out its
mandate.

Links

PSG 5 - Embed good governance and integrated service delivery through
partnerships and spatial alignment.
National Outcome 6 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, competitive
and responsive economic infrastructure network.
National Outcome 12 (MTSF 2014-2019 and NDP 2030) – An efficient, effective
and development orientated public service.

Strategic Objective and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Strategic
Objective
Performance
Indicator
8

Minimum Information
systems uptime over
350 days.

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Audited/Actual
performance

Estimated
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
PSG 5

99.52%

99.64%

98.31%

95.9%

95.9%

95.9%
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Risk Management:
Risks inherent to the Information Technology Department that could hinder the realisation of the strategic
objective inter alia include:
No.

Risk

Mitigating Controls

1

ICT Security and Governance not
conformed to effectively manage the
ICT environment of the Board and the
lack of ongoing improvement
resulting in data breaches.



Business performance disruptions due
to unplanned downtime.



2








3



Failure to timeously keep abreast with
latest developments in the IT industry.




4



Loss of multi-skilled ICT human
resources.



Implemented best practice guidelines as per
Corporate Governance framework and Charter.
(COBIT 5)
Implemented Security and Governance Policies.
Effectively mitigate potential security and
governance vulnerabilities through ongoing
Monitoring, Managing and administration of the ICT
environment.
Ensure a DRP is in place and test regularly. After each
test, modifications should be applied accordingly to
the document.
Spare equipment available on request.
UPS in place to provide power during load shedding
and power outages.
Generator in place to provide power during load
shedding and power outages.
Select relevant training for the IT programme staff
members to ensure constant re-skilling.
Re-skilling will also be achieved through conferences,
seminars, meetings, forums and computer based
training.
On the job coaching and mentoring and realigning
operational processes and procedures.
Recruitment for new staff members with the required
skill criteria to be employed.
Rotation of responsibilities within department to
mitigate lack of performance.

Performance Indicators and Annual Targets for 2019/20
Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
PSG
Alignment

Estimated
performance

Audited/Actual
performance

Medium-term targets

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
8.1

Number of events to
maintain current
information technology
systems, hardware,
software and network
infrastructure.

8.2 Number of preventative
and knowledge
empowerment activities
conducted.

PSG 5

3 764*

13 032

13 312

16 400

14 000

14 000

14 000

PSG 5

71

66

65

64

64

64

64

* Denote volumes based on a restricted calculation method for Critical Microsoft Update Deployments only.
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Quarterly Targets for 2019/20

Performance Indicator
8.1

Number of events to
maintain current
information technology
systems, hardware,
software and network
infrastructure.

8.2 Number of preventative
and knowledge
empowerment activities
conducted.

Reporting
Period

Quarterly Targets

Actual Target
2019/20

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Quarterly

14 000

3 300

3 400

4 000

3 300

Quarterly

64

16

16

16

16

Reconciling performance targets with the Budget and MTEF
Table: Information and Communication Technology
Expenditure Estimates
Adjusted
Appropriation

Expenditure Outcomes

Programme

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Information and
Communication
Technology

4 490

4 067

4 580

9 016

11 479

9 152

8 780

Total

4 490

4 067

4 580

9 016

11 479

9 152

8 780

Current Payments

3 010

3 846

4 099

4 656

5 506

5 880

6 280

Compensation of
employees

1 906

2 201

2 471

2 644

2 835

3 062

3 307

Goods and services of
which:

1 104

1 645

1 628

2 012

2 671

2 818

2 973

971

1 462

1 449

1 929

2 108

2 224

2 347

Consultants, contractors
and special services

83

174

127

8

440

464

489

Travel and subsistence

50

9

52

75

123

130

137

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Payments for capital
assets

1 480

221

481

4 360

5 973

3 272

2 500

Machinery and
equipment

1 480

186

476

985

370

1 000

2 500

0

35

5

3 375

5 603

2 272

0

4 490

4 067

4 580

9 016

11 479

9 152

8 780

R’000

2018/19

Medium-term
Expenditure Estimate

Economic Classification

Administration

Transfers and subsidies

Software and Intangible
Assets
Total
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Performance and expenditure trends










The ICT environment is dynamic and innovative, which require a constant update of processes, hardware,
software, skills, and security. Business effectiveness, efficiency therefore operational stability and continuity
rely heavily on information and communication technology.
The increase in the budget for annual software licensing, cyclical hardware replacement, the digitization of
the licence application processes and network is in-line with the growth of the staff complement and ensure
continued support from software and hardware vendors.
Automation of the licensing process and the necessary provision made in the budget for this development,
will set the foundation to establish other digital and e-Commerce possibilities. This will remain a focus area for
the IT department and the proposed future processing of licence applications will include the electronic
accomplishment of digital application forms and the transformation from the existing manual paper base
process. This will also set the stage for the enablement of online payments. Phase one of the project is
underway and will be completed in the 2019-2020 financial year.
Automation will bring about added efficiencies for the Board as online processing of licences will be possible
via any medium such as wireless and wired (Broadband) infrastructure. The key difference is that all
information will be digitally processed to the central system via a web base application or portal.
The necessary provision is made in the Board's budget to cover also the cost of system enhancements,
maintenance, associated network and communication and hosting service components.
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PART C: Links to other Plans
9.

Links to the long-term infrastructure and other capital plans

The Board User Immovable Asset Management Plan 2019/20 has been submitted to the Department of
Transport and Public Works.

10. Conditional grants
The Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board does not receive any conditional grants.

11. Public entities
The Provincial Cabinet undertook a Comprehensive Public Entity Review in 2016.

12. Public private partnerships
The Board has no private public partnerships.

13. Technical Indicators
The Technical indicators are published on the Board's website - www.wcgrb.co.za.
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PART D: Annexures
13. Amendments to Performance Indicators 2019/20
Sub-programme 1.2.1: Legal Services
Programme Performance Indicator 3.1: Disseminate draft Research Report into the legal aspects of introducing a
compulsory player card system in the Western Cape and consult industry and other stakeholders (New
Performance Indicator).
Programme Performance Indicator 3.2: Update the draft Research Report post the industry engagements (New
Performance Indicator).
Programme 4: Information and Communication Technology
Note: Strategic Objective 8 was incorrectly numbered as 9 in the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan.
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